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robotics
Capital Robotics is wholly owned by Capital
Machine Technologies, Inc. and is the leading
provider of robotic welding technology in the
South. Our Robotics Technology & Training
Centers are located in Atlanta, Georgia and
Dallas, TX, providing experienced Welding
Engineers, Applications Engineers, Service
Engineers, Robotic Weld Cells, On-site
Training Classes, and an abundant inventory
of robotic welding parts & consumables to the
welding market.
In order to deliver world-class service, we
have partnered with internationally recognized
leaders of advanced welding and robotic
systems such as:
● Yaskawa Motoman
●O
 TC-Daihen
●M
 iller
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Having such strong partnerships enables
Capital to provide our customers with costeffective solutions on best-in-class arms,
manipulators and power sources.
We’re so confident in our partner’s offerings
that we use their products in our exclusive line
of welding cells, labeled as Fusion Arc.
Fusion Arc is like no other welding cell:
● Capital Robotics offers by offering
numerous pre-packaged configurations
that are flexible and modular in design
● Your investment can grow as your
company grows!
Scheduling a demonstration in person or via
webcam will clearly illustrate why Fusion Arc is
the solution to your robotic welding needs.

When you choose Capital Robotics you get to
experience the “Capital Difference”. You gain access
to our experienced team of Welding Engineers,
Applications Engineers and Service Engineers, to
on-site training classes, service and preventative
maintenance programs. Choosing Capital definitely has
its advantages.
And, by choosing the Fusion Arc you get weld cell
mobility, weld cell flexibility, programming simplicity,
single-source components, superior weld quality and
fixturing solutions all-in-one modular design.
But, before all of that, our knowledgeable Sales
Engineer will visit your shop and do a process-analysis
of your current production line to see where we can
suggest enhancements to your output. Our team
member(s) will run a Real-World ROI via Capital’s
Weld-Cost Analysis to show you where and when you
can anticipate seeing a return on your future
Fusion Arc.
At Capital we keep our customers needs in mind
and offer much flexibility. Offering Virtual Showrooms
to having Mobile Demo Units. Customer service is our
utmost priority and we strive to deliver time and
time again.

A true “Hands-on” Experience
● Capital offers a wide range of equipment under
power at all times
● Ability to see how one process can vary from
another

Virtual Showroom
● By accessing our online showroom you control the
view and can interact with
the demonstration
● This allows our host to provide instant feedback
and answers to your questions

Mobile Demonstration Unit
● We can provide you with a fully functional robotic
cell at your facility
● Each unit is capable of demonstrating the many
benefits of robotic welding, from part programming
to setting up a production line
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Evaluating Robotic
Welding Technology
Capital Robotics Welding ROI Summary
Choosing the right welding technology is a critical investment decision for any size company. Capital has the experience
and tools to help your company make a thorough analysis. Our proven “Weld Cost Analysis” was developed with input
from highly experienced engineers and significant data collection. With your input, we can help your company quickly
evaluate your return-on-investment potential.
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Fusion Arc Weld Cell
Let Us Introduce You to Fusion Arc, Welding Cells that are Revolutionary in
Design & Concept

Our cells have been engineered from the groundup with our customers needs in mind. Starting with
the design of the base, which uses a slot-and-tab
construction to provide a ridged foundation. This
minimizes resonance, which enables the Fusion
Arc cell to take advantage of the unmatched
speeds our partners’ arms and manipulators have
to offer. Capital Robotics offers a selection of preconfigured cells that are engineered as a complete
solution for a host of applications.
Fusion Arc designates our family of cells available
in a range of sizes and configurations. These
pre-engineered systems provide a fully enclosed
environment that remains functional, flexible and
meets most safety requirements while remaining
very cost-effective. Each cell is available with a
host of productivity options and the space-saving
design makes for easy placement and relocation in
your production area.

The benefits of investing in a Fusion Arc:
● Revolutionary space-saving design
● Upgraded safety doors
● Built for easy customization, offering pre-drilled
& tapping for accessories
● Replaceable metal side panels
● Power source, shielding gas, wire, control
unit, teach pendent, robot manipulator and
worktables all on a common base platform,
creates for easy repositioning in your shop
● Optimized for the working envelope of the
robotic manipulator
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The Complete
Welding Solution
Capital Robotics has Utilization of Fresh Integration Techniques and Customer Feedback
into the Design of Fusion Arc Cells

What makes our Fusion Arc Cell so unique, is
it comes fully assembled and ready to work!
Saving our customers valuable set-up time.
A typical set-up would normally consist of:
● Placing the cell on your shop floor
● Providing 3 Phase power
● Providing compressed air for the safety doors
● Feed the filler material
● And, FINALLY, providing the shielding gas

Matrix-Tooling Table
As an option, Capital Robotics can provide our
Matrix-Tooling Tabletop. The hole pattern can be
labeled with letters and numbers, further defining
fixture placement.
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This feature greatly reduces fixture set-up time and
allows for easy changes in the future. Tabletops are
designed to last a lifetime and can be reversed if
surface becomes damaged.

Forward-thinking design...
The modular construction of Fusion Arc enables us
to integrate additional peripheral axes or stations,
adapting to the customer’s needs as required.
After years of implementing automated welding,
Capital Robotics continues to acknowledged our
extensive customer base.

Standard Weld
Cell Configurations
Customization available
Capital Robotics offers a complete line of pre-configured weld cells. Each cell is optimized for the working
envelope of the robotic manipulator they are designed for. While these cells are pre-configured they do offer
simple expansion and come pre-drilled and tapped to accept many optional accessories.
If a custom configuration is required, please call us so, that we can accommodate your needs while suppling a
safe and efficient custom weld cell.

FA100

FA180

Compact design allows for ease of loading/unloading
on the same side. Less investment when compared to
a turntable. Also available in an extended reach format,
the 100L.

Dual station with larger openings. Modular design
allows floor placement changes after purchase. Also
available in an extended reach format, the 180L.

FA200

FA300

Dual station cell with larger openings than the FA100.
Same facet loading/unloading. Also available in an
extended reach format, the 200L.

Triple Station weld cell. Options are endless. Our most
versatile package. Also available in an extended reach
format, the 300L.
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Custom Cells & Systems
Capital Offers a Variety of Customizations to Meet Your Needs

Capital Robotics supplies weld-positioning equipment
such as head and tailstocks, welding turntables and
multi-axis positioners that manipulate the part for
precise and controlled weld positioning.
Simultaneous coordinated motion through the robot
contoller is attained without complex integration since
OTC supplies most of these components.

Nucleo Fixture

Automated, Rapid Weld Fixture/Crating Design
Nucleo Fixture creates an interlocked grid of X and Y
fixture blades connected to a mating base plate from
an imported solid CAD model. The top profile of each
X or Y blade matches the underside of the component
at the blade’s insertion position, creating a “cradle” into
which the component is located.
Compared to traditional fixture costs, Nucleo Fixture
results in enough overall savings to pay for itself within
a small number of fixture runs.
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Please visit online at www.capitalrobotics.com
Call us toll-free at 1-800-635-7777
Atlanta Technology Center | 2964 Northeast Pkwy N.E. | Atlanta, GA 30360

